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Adapter 6-in-1 HUB Blitzwolf BW-Neo TH13
Looking for  the perfect  solution to expand the functionality  of  your  laptop or  computer? Introducing the Blitzwolf  BW-Neo TH13 6-in-1
Adapter,  which will  provide you with  all  that  and more.  This  versatile  adapter  not  only  combines the excellent  quality  of  the Blitzwolf
brand but also offers many benefits that will surely impress you.
 
Uncompromising Multifunctionality
This  adapter  is  equipped  with  three  USB  3.0  ports,  ensuring  lightning-fast  data  transfer  and  the  ability  to  connect  multiple  devices
simultaneously.  Additionally,  it  features  an  HD  Display  Port,  allowing  you  to  connect  a  monitor  with  a  resolution  of  up  to  4K@30Hz,
providing incredibly sharp visuals.
 
High-Power Charging
With a USB-C PD port supporting up to 100W of charging power, you can quickly charge your devices, whether they are smartphones,
tablets, or laptops. You won't waste time waiting for a full charge.
 
Fast Data Transmission
With a USB 3.0 transmission speed of 5Gb/s, file transfer becomes a true pleasure. You save valuable time that you can allocate to other
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important tasks.
 
Solid Construction
The  housing  made  of  high-quality  aluminum  alloy  guarantees  not  only  durability  but  also  excellent  protection  against  mechanical
damage. The Blitzwolf BW-Neo TH13 Adapter combines reliability and sturdiness in one.
 
Compatibility with SSD Cards
Thanks to the slot for SSD cards supporting M.2 SATA and M key interfaces, you can easily expand your computer's memory. This is an
excellent solution for those who need additional space for their files.
 
 
BrandBlitzwolfModelBW-NEO  TH13ColorSilverDimensions131  x  21  x  50mmCable  Length190mmMaterialAluminum  Alloy
(housing)InterfacesUSB3.0  Port  x  3,  HD  Display  Port  x  1,  USB-C  PD  x  1,  SSD  Card  Slot  x  1SSD  Card  SlotSupports  M.2  SATA,  M  key
interfaceDisplay  OutputUp  to  4K@30Hz  (3840  x  2160)Output  Power5V-20V  /  5AFast  ChargingYes,  up  to  100WUSB3.0  Transmission
Speed5Gb/sOperating Temperature-10°C-45°C (±5°C)

Preço:

Antes: € 40.5039

Agora: € 39.50

Acessórios para computadores, Hubs
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